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        [image: There has been a scientific breakthrough as to why some people are left-handed.]
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                                                    'Creepy' update emerges on millions of iPhones - how to turn it off
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        [image: Watch: The state broadcaster earlier proposed the axing of up to 68 jobs.]
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        [image: Watch: AM hosts couldn't hold their laughter in at the photo of Winston Peters.]
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                                                    'Something from The Matrix': AM hosts in hysterics over 'iconic' photo of Peters watching eclipse 
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                                                    'Could not be more proud': Billie Eilish says her new album is out next month

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Kate Hawkesby's suggestion Māori and Pasifika patients are prioritised for surgery due to their ethnicity was misleading and discriminatory, the Broadcasting Standards Authority (BSA) has ruled.]
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        [image: Related video: Kate shocks with cancer diagnosis. ]
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        [image: Related video: TVNZ / Te Reo Tātaki could potentially axe up to 68 jobs in news and current affairs, affecting several shows.]
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        [image: Watch: The dramatic conversation about texts that dominated the final dinner scene. ]
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        [image: AM hosts surprise Nicky Styris with old footage of her in a beauty pageant]
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        [image: Watch: The son of Sean 'Diddy' Combs has been accused of sexual assault in a lawsuit.]
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        [image: Watch: Director Alex Garland delivers a film so urgent and prescient that you're left shell-shocked.]
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        [image: Air NZ staff prepare the new venison on parmesan polenta dish. ]
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        [image: The gift cards are being sold at several retailers across New Zealand.]
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        [image: A select committee will investigate farmers' claims of disparity between rural and urban bank lending practices.]
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        [image: Watch: Concerns more people buying Lotto tickets due to cost of living crisis. ]
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                                                    Auckland Lotto player wins $1m, 18 claim $23k - where the winning tickets were sold 

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Watch Zane Small's report on Newshub Live at 6pm. ]
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        [image: Related video: Lotto's Lucy Fullarton tells AM about Kiwis' chances of winning Powerball.]
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        [image: The market for retro video games and collectibles is booming, with the rarest items selling for millions.]
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        [image: Related video: Renewed calls to break supermarket duopoly as specials raise original price.]
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        [image: Andrew Webster speaks.]
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                                                        Watene-Zelezniak, Capewell return for Warriors' clash with Sea Eagles

                                                        The Warriors face Manly in another sold-out match at Go Media Stadium.
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        [image: Auckland Council told 'Patchy' two weeks ago he'd need the proper mobile trading permits to keep selling instant coffee cups from his shopping trolley - but that may no longer be a problem.]
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                                                        More than $10k raised for homeless man to open own coffee shop

                                                        Jonathan 'Patchy' Low was told by Auckland Council two weeks ago he'd need the correct permits to keep selling cheap instant coffees.
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        [image: A rāhui has since been placed over the Tongariro Alpine Crossing, meaning access is temporarily off-limits.]
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                                                        Person dies after falling on Tongariro Alpine Crossing

                                                        A rāhui has since been placed over the crossing, meaning access is temporarily off-limits.
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        [image: Watch: A group of sheep run off course at the Great New Zealand Muster, into Te Kūiti Liquorland.]
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                                                        Watch: Group of sheep 'ram raid' liquor store during Great New Zealand Muster

                                                        Over 700 sheep took part in the running event, which sees them flock down the town's main road.
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                                                        Weather live: When and where biggest downpours are expected

                                                        Here are the latest developments. 
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        [image: Watch: Christopher Luxon and David Seymour reveal their truancy plan. ]
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                                                         Labour calls Government's school attendance plan unambitious

                                                        "I think it's a good target, I don't think it's ambitious though." 
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                                                        NZ-born rugby fan prosecuted for online abuse during World Cup in landmark case

                                                        Aaron Isaia aimed the abuse at Irish Television Match Official (TMO) Brian MacNeice and his family.
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        [image: Related video: Prime Minister Christopher Luxon tells all political leaders to 'grow up'.]
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                                                        National and Coalition partners slump in latest political poll

                                                        The leaders' personal rankings also took a dive in the past month.
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                                                        Whiskey and a view? NZ distillery advertises 'best job in the world'

                                                        But there's a catch.
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        [image: Tenants at Edgecumbe House in central Tauranga were overcharged bond, there was no heating in the living rooms, nor were there proper cooking facilities or extractor fans.]
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                                                        Tauranga boarding house landlord to pay $37k for breaching Healthy Homes standards

                                                        Tenants were overcharged bond, there was no heating in the living rooms, nor were there proper cooking facilities or extractor fans.
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        [image: Rachin Ravindra.]
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                                                        Venues announced for highly anticipated England test tour to New Zealand

                                                        The Blackcaps will host three tests against Brendon McCullum's side.
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        [image: Watch: The state broadcaster earlier proposed the axing of up to 68 jobs.]
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                                                        TVNZ confirms dumping of Fair Go, two news bulletins

                                                        Here's the latest.
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        [image: Watch: AM hosts couldn't hold their laughter in at the photo of Winston Peters.]
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                                                        'Something from The Matrix': AM hosts in hysterics over 'iconic' photo of Peters watching eclipse 

                                                        The photo of Peters wearing gold paper glasses caused quite the reaction. 
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        [image: Lisa Adams wins gold in Tokyo.]
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                                                        Kiwi Paralympic champion Adams announces shock retirement before Paris Games

                                                        The reigning Paralympic shot put champion has decided to walk away from the sport.

                                                        
                                                        
                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Related video: A report has vindicated a group of Kapiti Coast residents, who've spent a year rallying against a noisy expressway.]

        
        






                                                    
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                    Transport

                                                    
                                                    
                                                        Plans to raise major highway's speed limit to 110km/h - what we know

                                                        Transport Minister Simeon Brown is assuring road users the change will be safe.
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